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Tamara Stojanovic:
Trio of Poems

Quarantine tastes like
cigarettes
cigarettes
cigarettes
and cups of coffee
cups of coffee
cups of coffee
gin
gin
gin
(& tonic)

Quarantine feels
like someone put the world on standby
like someone put my soul on standby

like the cookies my housemate made me
and the chocolate my friend gave me
and infinite packets of chewing gum

and why is there always something in my mouth?

and I am waiting
waiting
waiting

to come back to life.

Quarantine looks like

lying in bed for 48 hours
watching every episode of Friends
floating paper boats on the Danube
ugly crying on street corners
one-woman dance parties
and all my neighbors have seen me topless.

Like roaming the streets of this empty city, until I know every corner, until
my feet are aching, until my legs
are shaking, until the heels of my cowboy boots are worn down flat.
If this is the apocalypse, where are the zombies? Are we the zombies?
Why didn’t I buy more hand sanitizer?
Should I build a toilet paper castle and live deep in the forest?
Why is everyone making banana bread?!?

Libby Langsner: 23
I never thought I would stand on the shoulders
Of giant men just to bend over
Backwards. Sometimes life gives you cherries
Or leaves the sour alcohol rotting in the pits, I wonder what
They’re decorated with. That number isn’t sexy,
It is
distant
And I hold it, hold, it. For longer
Than I should. And I let it go because it doesn’t
Own me anymore. I ask in the abandoned buildings
Of my home, where did it go? No one is there
To hear my question, but someone will stop by
to drop an answer at my feet, written backwards
in a language I don’t remember, traced unto the ceiling
paint peeling off the walls.

When I was younger I would say my parents were from Ohio
That felt normal
And I would draw a line parallel to its rectangle-ish borders and dream
About the great lakes and the cold and the nothingness of it all
And not wanting to feel safe ever again.
Knowing it is an illusion ready to implode at every exit sign
Wanting to press every fire alarm but holding my forearm against my chest
Who am I saving again?

I think about Jerry Saltz hanging his brother upside down in his midwestern home
And the pen in his hand as his writes down his apology
All those years later
The ink drowning in his mourning and guilt
And it took me all this time to know that evil is not banal but
dormant, inconspicuous
waiting for us on every corner
as we drudge through the heat and gas
Of the summer. Sometimes I no longer want to feel the guilt of life
And sometimes I just want to lay in it.

Madison Gable
A Ship

I’m not sure if I should make the rules
or if the sun beat me to it and now I just
get to grin and swat rain from my face
for the next hundred thousand years.

They made a rule like a revelation.
Like they can’t believe their own shit luck
as they laugh and tell me that’s what
I ought to do as well.

I don’t buy into it but I suppose I better start,
seeing that forever is the weight that
makes my arms ache so
badly I cannot fall asleep.
The dull throb sets a beat for you and I
to dance to. They tell us to go on ahead
so we do and we go wild.
I secretly suspect that what we are
really looking forward to is a thing we’ve
already had. I think it was the day
on the ocean when we watched time sink
to its knees and melt,
full with the shine of forgiving.

Athena

Who knew
that speckled sun
coming in through rafters
onto stained porch furniture
astroturf
and my shoulders
as I peeled an apple
slice by slice
could warm me so
many months later
when the cold felt like the end
of the world itself

Who knew a warmth
could cut your insides
a hundred days after
its reached you
and carry you into
the new year as if
it touched just today
your eyelids and lips
thighs and fingers

Could you have known
a June afternoons light
could hold you
in its grasp and mutter
words so sweet into
your frozen ears
as the world ends and ends
and ends and
begins again

To Weep
slinking home in night on
crumpled sweat sheets
or just bare bones of bed frame

noiseless and deafening shiver of
curled up in bottom of tub
scorching water needling back
misbehaved flesh
that prickles at touch of
anyone else’s air
crumb in tit fold
stained ceiling sag with weight
graceful little belly down
ward cries
in night drip

mold earthed over
rocking to digging in the night
trash leak cradle with more bags
dragging load upward
rub on asphalt until skin learns
not to weep

Zsofia Borsi: Notes on a plane
As the pilot refuses to switch off the seatbelt sign
And I’m reading about Virginia Woolf’s mental darkness
Letting go would be obvious, and much needed
As the plane shakes, I, after all, still fear
The coronavirus is deadly
The air is deadly
Our environment is deadly
Flying is deadly too
I am human: I am deadly

Can someone please enlighten me
Is turbulence really not that bad
Or is this part of the package we are
Being sold on a daily basis
The lies and dreams and ideas
That are only conditional on the fact that
We are not deadly.
Ladies and gentleman,
You’re free!
Don’t touch your eyes.
Wash your hands.
Don’t cough.
Cover your mouth.
Don’t sneeze.
But live, laugh and love!

Sonja Teszler:
3 Quarantine Shorts
Touching another well
Touching another well
is like learning how to fly in a dream.

It requires the patience of the narrator,
being present in both narcissism and solidarity.
It is a good exercise.

Epilogue to Anything
The hectically impatient
entirely narcissistic
desire to share this
with a stranger
or paternal object,
re-estranged.

Disasters are Everywhere
Disasters everywhere,
not just that one you’re thinking about right now,
before going to bed,
but everywhere all the time,
disasters of not-saying, not-meeting, just-missing, right-place-wrong-time-wrongname-wrong.
Nothing works.

My freedom seems to be at odds
with my empathy.
There might be no Old God,
And yet someone keeps saying

The world doesn’t belong to me.

Edith Knight:
The Cries of Time

Where the loudest sound is of a pin-drop they
crash in;
“Make room, make room” they cry.
In my chair of despair, now all confined, we lieWeary and dreary, they sulk and crank; the drab does
them in.

The grandeur of nothingness only flavored with gin
“Remember when, remember when” they cry
Buzzed and blazed, they reminisce and sigh
Of crowds and shows; how they wined and dined with sin.
I know not what they speak of; I never see the door
Rain or shine, like a statue I stay
“Just rest, just rest” they deplore
I know they long to lay these old bones away.
When all this is over, they’ll walk out the door
But in my chair of despair, I will stay

one day is
two days. today
was tomorrow.
the sun seems farther
away than it did
before. how am i
expected to pull myself
together? to gather
my thoughts, mired
in memories i wish i could
forget.
the pen weighs heavy
in my swollen
hands. there is nothing to say. you said
i was supposed to feel at
peace. pieces
of myself no longer
fit together
as they once did. i lost so many
weeks. weakened by my fears
of losing
you.

Talia Dunyak: Quarantine

Emi Carp
Between music from childhood days,
trauma and going for a state recommended walk
I was never much of a fan when it came to doomsday films.
For a brief period, when I was about 15, one or two excited me,
But I preferred the wild, dark spirits of imaginary revolutions
Or the peaceful, quiet shots of days spent in sunny fields of sunflowers.

Week 1 of quarantine and I am hoping for some kind of revolution,
For all of this to wake people up to the radical
necessary
possible
Option for change
Week 2 of quarantine and I am both,
Walking through cool air and the blush of the first spring sun
And crying on my bed while listening to a pop song from 1999.
Excitement and despair are intertwined like my arms
During my daily attempt at physical excercise.
Week 3 of quarantine breaks me.
my brain is somehow at peak horrible.
I cry almost daily like it’s a solution, like my tears will
Somehow wash all of this holy.
Absolution through release but neither is real.

Week 4 of quarantine and I am used to it
It could be week 5 or week 6 or anything at this point.
All days blur by like a scene shot on a train,
Drenched in sunlight but somehow
A still life.
Week I don’t even know and I am weak,
And all I want is to hug someone.
There’s so much longing in this heart

That has been doing nothing but breaking and
breaking and breaking everyday throughout this.
I almost managed to not give you a line in this poem
But
The world feels incredibly heavy already
And
Whenever I see your name, it all gets so much heavier.

these are a few of the things I wanted to but didn’t ask
or say, because we weren’t speaking
What were you doing that was too important to pick up the phone?
Why can’t you ever admit that your behavior was wrong?
I’m sorry. I know you must be hurting, seeing the news.
I’m sorry that I didn’t call to ask how you handle it,
what it’s like to have a party the night of …

Why are you here but you don’t tell me?
Why do you tell one of my closest persons?
Was it on purpose?

The lockdown comes and I hope it’s not an ending
for all of which you worked so hard for.
The lockdown comes and I hope
instead of visiting the darkness of warehouses reclaimed,
you find
happiness in the unclaimed spaces of virtual life

Why did you stay silent?

April comes and goes and I really did hope that your silence was a way of
Respecting my last message
But with every passing day some part of my brain is screaming for a lifesign
That somehow, this friendship didn’t die
And was never even allowed a proper last goodbye.

Why did you stay silent?

Caitlin Phillips: [untitled]
On the block opposite mine,
There is a room, with a woman
Whose bedroom light is always on
It has become a sort of lighthouse for me,
Some stable source of comfort
Reminding me that home is near

From my window,
I see the woman sitting in hers
We are having a contest
Who can stay inside the longest?
Does she recognize the world outside her window anymore?
I hardly recognize it through mine
Time rolls on and on
Her shadow sits still in the frame,
I hear her calling to me softly,
Are you ok?

Sometimes, I imagine this is all over,
The sun shining on our faces again
We fling our windows open wide
Calling to each other,
Can you hear me?
We reach out,
Women extending our hands to one another,
As we have always done,
Our touch more precious
After all this time away

Celeste Koppe

Louise Sieg - A text predictor poem 1 - 15.04.20

(Being far away from my friends means a lot of the sweet nothings I usually tell

them out loud have made it to the texts and DMs scene. I’ve also been sending an
army of work emails. This means my phone’s predictive text algorithm has grown
increasingly unhinged (same bro, same). To track its (our?) descent to c r a z e,
I’ve been making poems with only the words it suggests (and throwing in some
punctuation, because we’re not SAVAGES).
This was the first one)
I am not sure if you are kidding or not, but I think it is a good idea to have
a last minute meeting with you in the next few weeks. I will sleep on it, let’s
play SMASH BROS, and I will be able to find a good time to cut ur goddamn plant, and I will sleep more soundly knowing that I am not going to
be able to make it to the last game of the year.
I will be out of town for a few days and then I will be back in town for a
few days.

So, if you want to come by and see me, then I can finish up the rest of the
year when I get back from work. By the way, it is possible to get a hold of
me and I will be there from 12 onwards on the 15th,

and I will sleep on the other side of the island with you and you sing me a
little bit more of the song you are playing for now, and I hope you are well
and I hope you are well and I hope you are well and I hope you are having
a great time in the sun of the year - when you don’t get to see the world
and the wealth of content, it is a good thing to do, it is a great song for you,
and your family is a great song for your life and the love of the botanical
garden is always a great place to start your day.
1 is a great place to start.

